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Rules&Terms

1) If selected, all films must have hard-coded English subtitles. Even the ones with dialogue in
English. Our audience also contains speakers of other native languages, so English subtitles offer you
the assurance they will understand your film, and them a better experience. For the judging phase, if
you submit films with English dialogue, they can miss the subtitles, but we will ask for a version with
hard-coded English subtitles for the festival.

2) Proudly, we have no production year / budget / premiere status or availability restrictions for your
film. We do ACCEPT films that have been made available online. Our only criterions for selection are
the quality of your films and their fit with our festivals values.

3) Also, entries that have been submitted to previous SFB editions, but have not been selected, ARE
still eligible.

4) The same film can be submitted to more than one category. (Example: Animated film submitted
to both Best International Short Film, Best Animation Film and Best 1 Minute Film)

5) Please read the time limit submission rules for each category. Films that don't respect them will
not be selected.

6) By submitting your film, you agree that clips under 30 seconds from your film and all other
materials related to your project may be used and/or published on our website/social media
channels/event program, or for any promotional purposes which SFB deems appropriate.

7) If selected, all commercial/private property including all trademark/copyrighted materials shown
or recorded in the project are the responsibility of the filmmaker. Short Film Breaks will NOT take
responsibility for any infringement of copyrighted materials.

8) By submitting your film to Short Film Breaks you confirm that you have the right to distribute the
film and take full responsibility of the consequences. Short Film Breaks does not own the films and
will only screen and promote them, based on the acceptance of these Rules & Terms.

9) Rules are subject to change at any time with or without prior notice.
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